Book Club Final Assignment:
Creative Project & Presentation
1. PowerPoint Presentation: Create a PowerPoint that includes 10
pictures that represent the story. Make sure to present the main conflict
and any lessons that the character learns as a result. Make sure to
highlight the themes and important literary devices from the novel.
2. Create a digital comic strip of approximately fifteen frames, twelve of
which must retell the story with illustrations. Make sure to include the
key scenes from the novel and provide a verbal explanation about why
you chose those scenes. Try using Prezi, PhotoStory, or Comic Life.
3. Newspaper: Create a newspaper that reveals the main events of your
novel. Include an “on the scene” report, gossip column, major headline
piece, interview, and other possible sections that are unique to your
book (Example: obituaries, horoscopes, forecasts, international news).
4. Alternate Ending: Rewrite the ending of the story. Make sure a major
character/event is changed. Length: 400 to 500 words.
5. Setting Shift: Place the novel’s plot in a different time and place.
Describe the new setting in detail. Make a list of ten things that would
change in the novel because of the setting shift.
6. Photo Essay: A hard copy photo book that highlights the themes or
important literary devices from the novel. This can be painted, drawn,
7. Song or play: Write and record a song or play that reveals the theme of
the novel. Perform 3 key scenes from the novel and provide a verbal
explanation about why you chose those scenes.
8. Map: If a journey is important in your novel, or a central location, create
a map on which the movements of the characters are plotted and
illustrate the map. Written details are also necessary. (This option works
best novels where the protagonist travels to diverse locations).

